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Abstract 
The main aim of this diploma thesis is to describe and explain a position of the king 
under the Constitutions of Melfi, issued by Holy Roman Emperor and King of Sicily 
Frederick II. of Hohenstaufen. Constitutions were issued in south Italian city Melfi in 1231 
and till today it is one of the most important medieval legal monuments. Despite it´s 
significance and connection with another Holy Roman Emperor and Czech king Charles IV. it 
has never been properly reflected in Czech legal history. Constitution of Melfi were valid and 
partially effective in the Kingdom of Sicily till 19. century. 
At the beginning of text, there is held a brief historical introduction into times of  
Hohenstaufen and life of the Emperor Frederick. Southern Italy was strongly influenced by 
Norman, Arabic and Byzantine impacts, reflected later in the Constitutions. 
Another point of the thesis is to describe the process of creation the legal text, 
involving influences of Roman, Byzantine or Norman law. There are also introduced 
glossators of  Emperor´s court, with their leader Petrus de Vinea, who is supposed to be the 
main author of Constitutions. But the main aim of thesis, above mentioned, is to describe and 
explain the regulations concerning position of the king and his powers, relating even the 
theology and philosophy of that era. Another passage of text deals with system of 
administration, based on old Norman and Arabic law, confirmed by Constitutions. Last 
chapter focuses on similarities between Constitutions of Melfi and Maiestas Carolina, 
unimplemented legal code for Czech lands  enforced by Holy Roman Emperor and Czech 
King Charles the IV. 
 
